From: Frances Morris
Sent: 04 April 2016 14:10
To: Katherine King
Subject: Revised HoTs
Dear Kathryn,
Please could you forward this to the Inspector and may we take this opportunity
of thanking you for all you have done for us.
Perter Morris & family
Dear Mr. Broderick,
We have received our revised HoTs and are still concerned. Yet again, it seems
to have been written by merely referring to maps in an office. At no point have
we as a working family dairy farm been consulted or indeed considered.
A km length of the line is cutting through valuable grazing and silage fields.
Fields we have spent years improving by investing in essential drains, because of
their close proximity to the farm yard.
Again too large an area is being shaded in as easement area. Why does a field
adjacent to one containing the proposed line need to be part of the easement
area?
Again our request to move the line East to the hedge in order to avoid the oil
pipeline and land drains seems to have fallen on deaf ears.
A covering letter with the revised HoTs says that "specific issues" have not been
provided. Our concerns and observations were pointed out to WPD over eighteen
months ago. We are still waiting for a response. WPD seem to have failed to
communicate our concerns to BK also.
Again we would like to point out our frustration at being taken for granted.
Indeed, the feeling we have as a family, is that we are of little or no importance.
No one comes to talk to us.
Finally we ask, is it right and fair that a large company like WPD be allowed to
walk all over us and behave as a dictatorship? No consultation or negotiation has
taken place.
Thank you again for taking the time to read our correspondence.
Peter Morris and family.

